Joey Ramone Becomes Dean

by Alvin Lust

Another Federal Street News & Blues exclusive report, once again we beat the competition in reporting the news.

---Editors

In an unprecedented move today, EIT President Tim Morton announced that Josh Lice is being replaced by Joey Ramone as Dean of Rodent Life. "Don't jump to conclusions, Josh Lice isn't being sacked, he's being put in charge of the newly created Department of Fraternalism and Other Vermin, in which he will be acting as a 'den mother' to the frats," a spokesperson for President Morton said today in a press party at the 35th Street McDonald's.

Ando Armadillo, EIT Chapel, who was present at the party took time out from eating his Leddi Burger to state that "even though the Ramones are a punk band, they shall provide a most auspicious and screeching-assist to the EIT community as a whole. Also I would like to say that I shall look forward to our upcoming work together to improve the quality of life at EIT." Joey, who was also present said, "Wow!"

When questioned about his decision for DORL, President Morton replied, "The reason for my choice? Like everything else the administration does, not to benefit the students, but rather to get the publicity for the school." Morton then announced that Johnny, Dee Dee, and Marky will become Joey's Assistant Deans. Morton could not answer any more questions because he had to attend the international Film Festival held at EIT. Morton boasts, "I had to pull a lot of strings to get those stupid films here."

In a slide show and videotape presentation, Dee Dee outlined Joey's five point plan for campus improvements. Point one of the plan is to relocate the frat houses to the lakehouse, thus allowing an auditorium to be built on the Krudrange for weekly concerts. "Yes, I see a lot wasted space on the Krud. It would be a great location for a giant stage," Joey stated.

Point two consists of restructuring the course curriculum to make the school more liberal. Johnny explained, "Too many tech-nocks around here? I've never seen so many plastic pocket liners." Points three, four, and five are confidential and will not be revealed to the press.

Funding for this plan will be provided by the Randy Corporation. Joey explains, "I looked up the number in the Yellow Pages, called up, and asked for Randy. He was really helpful."

Asked how he felt about the turn of events, Josh Lice responded, "I feel that my transfer is definitely a step up in the administrative ladder of success. I welcome my new post as head of the Department of Frats and Other Vermin. This will allow me to get closer to the men I respect and admire."

Lice wished Joey success in revamping the DORL office. "A young virile stud like Joey should have many ideas to put the life back into Rodent Life," said Lice. Student reaction to the announcement was very favorable. One student viewed the appointment of Joey as a victory of students over administration. "Thank God that Rodent Life will now be controlled by us students. I predict a rejuvenation of student activity at EIT." Another student added, "Gosh, gosh! Heh!"

NEXT WEEK: Exclusive interview with Joey Ramone.

Campus Police Get Fighter Plane

Generalissimo Francisco Higgins proudly announced today that the EIT Campus Police have added new equipment and "personnel" to their ranks. "After last month's Campus Security meeting, I thought it would be a good idea to obtain a campus fighter-plane and a paratrooper dog," said Higgins. However, the proposed 12-foot wall around the EIT campus was tabled until next year's meeting.

The fighter-plane would mostly be a defensive weapon, said Higgins, to prevent attacks from Streetway Gardens to the south and Deatson Homes to the north. Under code-yellow conditions, the jet will be flown around the periphery of the EIT campus. During code-yellow conditions, i.e., when the frats are holding a large party, the plane will circle the Krudrange. "If the frat rats get too rowdy," explained Higgins, "the entire Krud can be sprayed with napalm." The missiles, equipped with infrared homing systems, could sail a paratrooper from across campus.

As of publication time, Generalissimo Higgins had not specified whether use of the "paratrooper dog". "Maybe during frat parties in the Krud, we could have the dog in the plane on stand-by," said Higgins. Unnoticed, the dog will fall to the ground and sniff out illegal narcotics and controlled substances. "Another reason I wanted the dog is to keep up the morale of my troops. My men need a pet," added Higgins.

Reports from the Dean of Rodent Life's Office indicate that soon-to-be-released Dean Josh Lice did not like the Campus Police acquisitions. "The dog bit him in the crotch," said a secretary, "and he barely flipped when he saw the fuel bill for the fighter-plane."

EIT President Tim Morton dispelled Dean Lice's objections, because the dog took an instant liking to Morton. "The dog is nice and friendly," said Morton, "and the new plane adds to the prestige of EIT." The money to pay the fuel bills, revealed Morton, would come from a proposed hike in tuition next year.

New DORL Joey Ramone (see story above) could not be reached for comment.

The EIT campus will become the safest in the country, promises Generalissimo Higgins. "With the plane and dog to complement our 72 troops, the EIT community should be virtually devoid of crime. But I sure would have liked to get that 12-foot wall around EIT," stated Higgins.

Student reaction was mixed when the news was announced. "I think it's about time the administration took a firm stanza... continued on page 2
announcements

College Bowl at EIT

The 1981 College Bowl is happening right here at EIT! Eleven schools from around the country will be participating in College Bowl competition on Saturday, October 31 in the PUB. Questions come down on beer, bolting, and bowling.

Enjoying Females

"How to be a Female EIT Student and Enjoy it" is the title of a discussion sponsored by the Counseling Center on Wednesday, November 4, from 6:30 to 8 pm in Cohen Lounge. Topics will include:

- Coping with life in a male-dominated campus.
- What EIT offers to the female student.
- How to successfully juggle 10 relationships, and
- How to fake an orgasm.

The discussion will be chaired by special guest Chrisenta Hefer.

Christianize or Die

Yes, a perennial favorite returns to EIT! Chaplain Anzio Aramadillo will lead a crusade down the life-lane on November 1 at 1200. Students will Christianize or die. Refreshments will be served in the Godbox.

Blood Anyone?

Algo Phi Omnopig is sponsoring a bloodbath at midnight on Halloween. The blood-seeking will take place at Beernet Fountain, come on guys, let's make it rain red! The group getting the most people to "donate" (not necessarily their own members) will win a big jug of hemlock. Prize provided by the Office of Redent Life, BYOR (Bring Your Own Razors).

Bacson on Canada

Dr. William Baicher Bacson will lecture on the philosophy of the Canadian Neo-Marxist Regime. The lecture will take place in the Stuart Tunnel at midnight. Admission is $1.75 with an I.D., free for dwarves and financially awesome individuals. Water will not be served.

Purge and Picnic

The HVCF (Hints, Veracity Crash and Footfall-Clique) Book Burning & Marshmallow Roast will be on October 13 at 8:00 on the Kindealade. Good time to be had by all.

Sex for Life Drawing

The Institute of Design is looking for couples willing to perform explicit sex acts for their life drawing class. Applicants need not be extraordinarily endowed, but hygiene is a must. Persons with large warts, moles, or knobby hangups need not apply; this is a serious request. For more information call Vito at 567-3088.

Wanna Stroker?

Once again the coins have been flipped and the Stroker Award Committee has been selected. Anyone desiring a Stroker Distinguished Service Award may stop by President Tim Morton's office and put their name down on the list or call 567-3088 and ask for Vito.

Flat Earth Lecture

The EIT Flat Earth Society is sponsoring a lecture on November 17 at noon by Dr. Gumbler Peakly, Ill on Gulluillen, Was He Right? The lecture will be held in the SHB Museum. After the lecture, there will be a showing of "Around the World in Eighty Days." All interested persons are invited to attend this blockbuster.

Go West Young Man

The Financial Aid Office in conjunction with the states of Texas, Oklahoma, and Wyoming is now offering land grants for eligible students. To find out if you're eligible to receive this grant call 567-3088 and ask for Vito.
The Age of Heroes

Kohan the Bavarian

Robert E. Howard is perhaps best known for his fantasy characters King Kull, Solomon Kane, Brak the Barbarian, and especially Conan the Barbarian. However, few REH fans know of Howard’s predecessor to Conan... “Kohan the Bavarian.”

Kohan lived 10,000 years ago, in what Howard termed the Hyperborean age. Kohan lived in ancient Germany, where he terrorized the countryside as a reeking mercenary. Kohan was a savage fighter. His favorite tactic was to drink his opponent under the table, then back him to pieces with his broadsword. This tactic was somewhat difficult to employ when Kohan fought entire armies, but what the hell; this is fantasy, right?

Kohan became somewhat renowned in Germany. Everyone knew of the infamous broadsword, ledersloffen, beer stein, and beer belly.

But of course, Kohan is most famous for his cruelty to small furry animals. Especially penguins. He would give them two liters of Beck’s, and then back their limbs off. Unfortunately, this would usually cause innumerable brawls, which earned him his reputation as a fighter.

Kohan was also known for his incredible bravery in attempting 22 hours in one semester. He attributed his 4.0 only to his close friendship with the time lords. This allowed him to transmute into a past time frame in which he could Drop-Add after finals.

Kohan’s great drinking, fighting, and four-quart-o-play attracted lots of women. His legend lives on in his ability with women. Only he could “unsheath his sword” thirty-two times in one night and live to tell about it. Women flocked to Kohan because they believed in the power of his physical genius. He could conquer flanks, artillery, and duplets all in one concerted attack.

Kohan became king of the mighty Hyperborean kingdom of Aquavelia. Kohan challenged the king of Aquavelia in a drinking contest one night at a victory celebration over Aquavelia’s enemies. Kohan won the contest after the king of Aquavelia exploded from drinking too much beer. Kohan didn’t explode, but his stomach grew to an incredible forty-two-foot diameter.

Kohan eventually got old and died.

For God’s Sake, Transfer Out!

The Armour Flats Horror

STARRING Tim Morton, Sid Gunulknak, Josh Lee, and John Metzler

INTRODUCING Phil E. Phil as THE MONSTER

S G Spiritual Guidance suggested; you’re gonna need it: call Anzio

FILMED IN TECHNO-VISION®

KAMIKAZE PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS:

ADOLPH & THE ARAYANS

FEATURING

X-BILLY LEAD ARTISTIC INPUT

CONQUER THE WORLD ON THEIR JACKBOOT JUMP TOUR

ALSO PRESENTING:

VERNON WHEEZE & THE ASTHMATICS
GERMANIC ROCK AT ITS FINEST

PLAYING AT THE FUNKS GROVE STADIUM MAY 31
Doug MacKenzie: How's it goin', eh? Like cause we finally visited EIT, since we found out we were so popular here.

Bob: Yeah, we've never seen a school like this, eh. Like all the buildings here, that's the same.

Doug: Some 'hot-shot' architect named Morris van der Rohe, or somethin' like that designed 'em. They say he wanted to make the buildings simple, so they could be used for anything. Looks to me like the only thing they could be used for is warehousing, eh?

Bob: You hoser, his name is Mies, not Morris. You've been in the ale again, eh? Like that tour we got was really neat, eh. Goin' through all them funny names, ya? Yeah, it ain't the size of Labrador.

Would anybody go to school like this, eh?

Doug: It's probably cause the neighborhood across the road has a bar on every corner, eh. That must be why. And that's part 'o the reason we're here to talk to you. Some of you complained to us that life here at EIT really cheeses you off sometimes. Bob and I are here to give you y'all some hints how to get a lil' more fun outta life. So listen up, eh!

Bob: Yeah, like my brother, Doug, really knows how to have fun. You shoulda seen him at the Montreal Winter Carnival, eh. What an ace. Like if you listen to us, you could end up with your own show, eh.

D: Now, Bob and me, we're not uneducated. Homestead Outdoor Survival Examination Reserve, so we know what college is like, eh? And all students have the same grubs, so here are some hints to carry you through 'til mosquito season.

When you get cheesed off, don't hold it in. Like you could get an ulcer. A good "Take off, eh!" is good for y'all

Eat a lot of back bacon, with some Molson. It's great stuff. Made us what we are, eh?

D: Be afraid to call your professors hoser, like some of them deserve it, eh.

Like to relax, listen to Randy Bachman, Gordon Lightfoot, and Ann Murray. Some fine hoser.

If you just can't take it anymore, go for a weekend up to British Columbia, eh. If you're real lucky, maybe you can see the Wilson sisters out skinny-dipping in one of their lakes.

Well like that's all for this time, eh. If your ever up in the Great White North, be sure to stop by and see us, eh.

Letters

Editor's Note: The following letters are real letters sent to us by real people. Last issue was a little tight on space and we didn't have room to print them. PFB & B is taking a little more effort to print them next time, but actually answer them.

Ramones a Halloween Party?

Yes, the Ramones concert was great. Their uncomplicated style of music has made them a cult among American punk/wave bands. I compliment your reporting and photography. And your type looks like a Halloween party, square chumps with long hair dyed blue, leopard pants and shirts bought from fashion stores, etc. All but you squares are too dumb to realize what's going on. Sure, a few people from Barrington and Linwood (an enormous and rich parents) are going to be taken care of by Ray-Gun, but all the rest of us are going to get shafted. When that happens, your shitty high-class world is going to crash down around you and bounce off your head. You should get down to Marshall Field's and buy yourself some leopard pants and call yourself a punk, but you're still a square.

Another funcomment (and this probably won't be printed 'cause Little Dougie is the editor of this paper), but what was the name of that massive blackmail (supposedly) drunken Doug and Bob? It seemed to be full of some private jokes about chess and garden hose, and D. and B. sounded as if they had taken a massive dose of LSD for the first time in their lives. Maybe that's why they can't sing any more.

The Fastest Fugitive is upon us! Never trust a hippie. Down with that 'rollin' Rolly' Alliance and Chaos in the 80's!

Camp Punk

This is a serious answer to your latest, which I found rather disturbing. I am sorry that it has to be printed in the humor issue. The review of the Ramones concert was written in good spirit and was not intended to be serious, I am now taking the time to be serious.

I do agree with you about the "square chumps" at the concert. The politics of punk is being ignored. More and more shows should be filled with young middle class white kids who are going to organize and do anything that's fast and rough. Dress does not make no one a "punk." It goes beyond that—or at least it used to be—there is a political attitude which in one time was real strong that is now being shoved aside.

How Ramoniteanism is partially to blame. The main problem with New Romanticism is that it gets people caught up in superficial glamour without looking beneath the surface. It's a mentality that the people who run the corporation and the government would like to perpetuate, to keep people from seeing the reality of what the system is doing. Adam and the Ants are a prime example of New Romanticism. Their romanticizing has nothing to do with reality. If you're going to romanticize yesterday's pirates, then you should romanticize the muggers and rapists of today, because they're just as much the same mentality.

And then there's Black Flag, the number one hardcore band in the world as far as I'm concerned. They put out their own records and edit their bands' records, and when they're on tour they crash all sorts of people's place. Compare that to the Ants suite in the Holiday Inn paid for by CBS Records. These "show" bands distract people's attention away from the bands that are really political. It's hard to believe that a band could be signed to a major label and still represent the underground. It's just like what happened in the sixties. The hippie movement used to actually mean something, but then all these people started selling out, and their copout excuse was that they claimed "We're gonna fight the system from within." All that happened before.

As for rich people from Barrington and Linwood, you're just taking off at the top of your head. We're just trying to get by and ending up being funded by Ronnie Ray-Gun so we're part of the nest of rats.

Now for your final comment concerning "Little Dougie." If you shoved the staff decorations, you'll see that "Little Dougie" is not an editor, but rather the Business Manager. Apart from an occasional review, Doug doesn't write for PFB. Not only doesn't he write, but he has me as his ghost writer, so you should have got your facts straight. As for the Doug and Bob story, it was poorly written trash, but it was something true to form of Doug and Bob's life. You've never seen them on SCTV. You're letter wasn't too bad, but I'm sure you've got all the facts straight before writing us.

Scanners Being Used on Students

In my opinion here the school should not be able to use scanners directly into people's houses. From the most part the scanners seem to come from the American Black Market. Such not be allowed on students or into students houses. The advent that marriage is what we eat should also be discarded.

Fairs and other organizations should in fact do what is commonly known as going around approaching procedures but in no way should the school become an arm of clerks. Students can opt into a school account or personal account but monitors should never be confused with the strange game of you do this for me.

In all products are what run the markets and businesses should be fooled to this non-sense.

Amos Dent

Amos, we agree with you 100%; check our story on the scanners on page 7. Keep on fighting us. It is a symbol that you ended your letter with the word non-sense.

Staff
CIA Probe Proves Bart Phlegm an Alien

Scanner Scandal

According to Technology Enquirer correspondent Amos Dent, the Exxon Institute of Technology has been scanning into students' homes for the past five semesters. Other sightings of scanners have since been reported.

Said one student, "I was just doing my homework, and I looked up, and there it was." It was a tiny scanner concealed in the student's pop corn popper. Another student reported, "I'm watching the Love Boat onTV, and here something moving in the corner. First I thought it was a roach, but I am bald-headed, behind my La-Z-Boy recliner I found a scanner.

We sent Amos out to investigate. After months of string work and research, Amos was about to give up. But after we promised him a raise, Amos went out again. Then the big break came. This is Amos' report:

A student sent me a letter. In it he wrote: 'Hey, I'm just taking a class like anybody else, and I see this big black scanner in the corner. So I zip up my zipper, walk over to the corner and smash the camera to bits. Anyway, two days later I get a bill from the Resident Life Office.'

I went to the Resident Life Office to validate the story. The secretary responded by telling me to see the Registrar if I needed anything validated. Being a man, I pushed past her and walked into Doug Eaton's office.

'What scanners?' responded Eaton to my charges. "Go see John Melnhbooker; he's in charge of the buildings.'

'What scanners?' responded John Melnhbooker. I smelled a conspiracy. But being a sharp investigator, I noticed something all over Melnhbooker's office.

Melnhbooker broke down and spilled his guts. He confessed to receiving $200,000 from the Altman Association to spend as he wanted.

Aliens Fixed My Teeth
Reagan's Jellybeans Made With Tanna Leaves
EIT Study Links Sex and Parenthood
EIT Swim Team Drowns in Freak Accident
Scientists Reveal Terminal Cancer Is Fun
EITRI Building Actually Rice Silo

Brooke Shields Named Poster Girl for Toxic Shock Syndrome
CIA Proves Bart Phlegm an Alien!

by Herman Garibaldi

Lazaric (INS)—CIA Sectional Bureau Chief Bill Williams today disclosed the findings of his crack investigations squad. The most dramatic of their results was the announcement that Bart Phlegm, noted voicerecorder and recording personality, is an alien from outer space. "We always had suspicions about him," Williams said. "After all, no real human being can speak with such precision, meter, and pulse twenty-four hours a day."

The findings were the result of an intensive fifteen year long search. "We first began to investigate after Phlegm's long-time cohort, Ben Prado, tipped us off. He told us that the little cord coming from Bart's podium runs not into the mike, but into his belt."

The CIA group followed Phlegm for years, always looking for the one clue, the key fact that would make everything fit, the final conclusive evidence. But their best efforts failed. "We even had one of our men on his show, Profil. The only good about that was our man made over $3500 in Ultimate Peril. That kept us in Mauel's and pizza for quite sometime."

Finally, the strains imposed by federal funding cut backs and the statute of limitations forced a quick end to the case. "It was a case of Sidney or the Bush. We had to either nail 'im or quit. Since we didn't want to get sacked when the change of administration came, we decided to employ our most daring, provocative, and powerful plans of attack. We asked him."

The answer they got was quite to their expectations. This reporter was able to gain an interview with Phlegm, which confirmed the CIA report. Yes, I'm an alien. I'm also glad those fed pests are finally off my tail. They were cramping my style. You try to take out a really wicked looking fox, and there's a cop behind every bus stop sign. Actually I was an advance man for a planned invasion. We planned to use nuclear and conventional weapons and wipe you out, but based on my reports we decided that you humans are so hopelessly inferior that you ought to be kept around to give the universe a laugh. Your planet is considered the top amusement theme park this side of the galaxy. Once the decision not to waste you all was made, my assignment was finished; I decided to retire here and make a killing in your most vulnerable area, the media. Game shows are particularly insidious in their ability to take over the human mind and turn it to mush. Well, I must be going. I have a Polanski premier to catch at Cannes, Ta!"

CIA Chief Williams believes that there may be aliens throughout the media, but without the funding, he has no means to investigate further. "Personally, I don't care to either, Bart's an okay guy, and if the rest are like him, isn't it better being led by aliens?"
Skid-Row Canines Common

Animal experts are growing alarmed at the growing incidence of alcoholism among dogs that has been sweeping the country. Said a spokesman for the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, "We just don't understand it. Most of these dogs come from good homes and respectable masters. We think the problem starts when the pressure of being a dog gets too great. First they can't seem to fetch the paper on time. Then they start wetting the rug when company's over. Before you know it, the dogs are nervous wrecks. They turn to alcohol to solve their problems and that's usually the beginning of the end." The drinking problem of the dogs is serious, but the ASPCA warned that an even more devastating problem is afflicting the dogs. "Yes, we've seen an alarming increase in what we like to call 'Skid-Raw Canines.' Dogs that have lost all vestiges of self-respect and control. They have sunk to the very depths of degradation, living in the streets and sleeping in the gutters."

If you should see one of these "Skid-Raw Canines," please contact Alcoholic Kaines Anonymous (a.k.a. AKA) at 567-5688 and ask for Vito.

WANTED

NAME: Seymour Snert
ALIAS: Sam Snert, Simon Snert, Sinclair Snert, S. Snert, and Big Seymour

CRIME: Big Seymour is believed to be the Athletic Bandit, a masked robber known for leaping over bank counters and overpowering the tellers.

C'mon, we shouldn't have to hold you at gunpoint...

If you're the type who appreciates the kind of humor proffered in these pages, then you're the kind of person we want to work with you. You know where we are, 5th Main. Our hours are posted.

TALK TO US
See this man. He's the kind of man who knows that he doesn't have to prove his masculinity by being macho. This man knows how to be a real gentleman. This kind of man knows not to wear a seersucker suit to a funeral. This man knows exactly how much to tip.

**MENSCH:**
The cologne for cool dudes.
Smoothly presented to you from the X-Billy Collection.

**YES, WE HAVE SHEEP**

Le Bestulique Parlor de Massage
North Rush Street
Little-known facts about...

... Poland

Did you know...
... that the Russians were lured into conquering Poland by vast fields of pink toilet paper carnations?

Did you know...
... why there no fly swatters in Poland? Because it’s against the law to kill the national bird!

Did you know...
... that the Polish army consists of new recruits all age forty and up? They’re all fresh out of high school!
Advances in Rock Climbing

Carrying a small dog for a belay partner...

The dog provides a belay for top-roped climbs...

When "clean" climbing is not possible, puppy pitons may be hammered into the rock...

The well-equipped climber also carries a full array of puppy chocks for inserting into various cracks, affording lead climbing protection...
A word (or two) from our Sponsor:

Mr. I'm an engineering student at a high school technical school in the Midwest. I am also a member of the auto conservation. I am not attending college for the social growth or intellectual stimulation. I just want to make the right chose and conduct.

While attending classes here, I don't give a hell about the school or its programs unless they benefit me, and I care even less for my fellow students. On the whole, I'm satisfied with what I've learned. I'm not seeking an education.
EIT WOMEN’S TENNIS MAKES FINALS

The EIT Women’s Tennis team defeated Quinnipiac College 5 to 1 in the semi-finals of the NCAA Playoffs to advance to the championship game against a strong opponent, Sacred Heart Seminary at Sheboygan.

Insiders revealed that athletic director Rod Clancy celebrated the victory over Quinnipiac by purchasing a new can of tennis balls. If the tennis team defeats the Sacred Heart Bishops, Clancy promised to treat the entire team to White Castle’s.

The Hawks carried a surprising 2 and 14 record into the playoffs. Coach Copper commented, “This is not your ordinary 2 and 14 team. The team has really improved since the beginning of the season.”

Some credit for the team’s success must go to first singles player Renee “All-man” Richmond, who set a team record by hitting 3 backhands in a row in his victory against Quinnipiac.

The highlight of the season came when foreign-exchange student Martina Nadalovic served an ace while her opponent was tying her shoe. After the match, Martina commented (through an interpreter), “I catch her with her panties down, no?”

The team was rounded out this season by impressive newcomers Natasha Nastase, instrumental in the Hawks’ victory against Quinnipiac. Nastase (as known to her friends) threw her tennis racket at her opponent’s head after being hit by an overhead smash.

When asked about the team’s strategy against Sacred Heart, Coach Copper replied, “We hope they don’t show up.”

So come on out and support the Hawks as they battle the Bishops for the championship.

EIT shows progress despite third

The EIT men’s basketball team that took part in the 7th Central American and Caribbean Basketball Championship Tourney held in San Juan, Puerto Rico, at the end of September showed very good progress as compared to previous performances.

EIT’s third-place finish came as a result of their 88-87 loss to Panama. But the game was closer than the score indicates.

Coach Copper attributes the team’s loss to biased officiating by the two Cuban referees. Coach Copper said, “We really got screwed.”

The EIT fans chanted: Vacuum cleaner, Vacuum cleaner, Ref—you suck!

Nuts and bolts, Nuts and bolts. We got screwed!

“We’ve never made it a habit to try and free excuses for our defeat, but in this case our EIT team could not move around the court due to the strange calls applied by the Panamanian team. All this took place right under the noses of the two Cuban referees, who always managed to look the other way—but were always ready to penalize an EIT player at the slightest contact with an opponent while on defense.

What’s really curious about the recent tournament is that a first-class team like Panama had to have extra support, such as biased refereeing, to beat EIT. Nevertheless, the EIT team kept its composure, even after the Panamanian fans became hostile and began to bombard the team with all sorts of objects. Except for captain Mike Warnick, who was taken to San Juan Medical Center after being decapitated with a broken tequila bottle, all the players escaped serious injury.

We here at FSN & B congratulate the EIT men’s basketball team on a fine international showing.

Place Team W L
1 Panama 6 1
2 Puerto Rico 6 1
3 EIT 5 2
4 Mexico 4 3
5 Dominican R. 4 3
6 Venezuela 2 5
7 Cuba 1 6
8 Haiti 0 7

Join Tau Belchalong Phly Fraternity

“We’re the guys who attend the movies, the concerts, the egging, the defacing of EIT property.”

Rush Week Activities

- Monday Barf & Bech
- Tuesday Lost Dogs Night
- Wednesday Piss on the Delts
- Thursday Swirlie Night
- Friday Paint the Campus Red
- Saturday Panty Raid (on 2nd South)

If you help us meet our quota of new friends, we can heat the house this winter, and maybe even institute weekend meals!

Your Friends for Only $850 a Semester

Northeast Corner of Krudrangle

Our name is known all over campus (on the sidewalks, the benches, the buildings, ...)

“Not your average white boys!”

Most of our brothers aren’t even Aryan